Introduction

Accounting for less than 2% of all soft tissue sarcomas, angiosarcoma (AS) is a rare malignant neoplasm derived from vascular endothelial cells (1-4). AS can occur in any region of the body; however, approximately 60% of tumors are cutaneous and are commonly found in the face and scalp region (2). AS is highly aggressive and has a poor prognosis. It can easily metastasize to local lymph nodes as well as distal organs due to its origin in the blood and lymphatic vessels. Specifically, lesions located on the scalp and face have a low survival rate and high recurrence rate (5), implying that AS at these sites may be more aggressive and refractory to therapy.

Due to the rapid progression of AS and the lack of a standard treatment modality, efficient management has long been a challenge. In general, combination chemotherapy using ifosfamide and doxorubicin has been used for the treatment of soft tissue sarcomas (2).

An increasing body of evidence has shown that bevacizumab (trade name: Avastin), a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody against vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), is a promising therapeutic option for AS management (6-8). It has been reported that bevacizumab, if used as a single agent, gives rise to a partial response in patients with extensive facial cutaneous AS (9). Application of bevacizumab in combination with radiation has shown promise in patients with AS of the scalp and head/neck (7,8). However, our understanding of the effectiveness of combined therapy of bevacizumab and chemotherapy agents is still limited. The benefits of bevacizumab treatment for angiosarcoma will need to be weighed against the risks of venous thromboembolism in this population.

Case report

A 59-year-old Chinese man was hospitalized because of a scalp lump for 5 months and intermittent cough and hemoptysis for 2 months. The purplish lump on the top of his head had been identified five months prior to hospitalization. At that time, the lump was approximately 1 cm in diameter and not painful, and no treatment was initiated. Three months after the lump was identified, the man presented with symptoms of intermittent cough, hemoptysis and bloody sputum. In addition, the lump was growing in size. Upon hospitalization, the physical
examination revealed a purplish, intermediate hard lump of 2 cm × 3 cm, extending from the left side of the scalp to the upper forehead (Figure 1A). The lump on the left parotid gland was 2 cm × 2 cm in size. He had pain in his chest, abdomen, waist and legs, corresponding to a score of 6-7 using a visual analog scale (VAS). The tumor markers (assessed on November 2, 2010) were as follows: CEA, 0.46 ng/mL; CA-199, 4.20 U/mL; and CA-125, 11.9 U/mL. All of these were within the normal ranges. The histopathological report after scalp tumor excision showed that a piece of tissue 4.3 cm × 2.2 cm × 1.3 cm in size was excised, along with a piece of skin 4.3 cm × 2.2 cm in size. The diagnosis was angiosarcoma stage IV (Figure 1B), growing diffusely in the dermis and subcutaneous tissues. The immunohistochemical results were as follows: CD34 (+++), CD31 (+++), F8 factor (++), vimentin (+++), AAT (+), CK7 (–), HMB-45 (-), melan-A (-), melan-Pan (-), S-100 (-), CD68 (-), EMA (-), desmin (-), Bcl-2 (-), PR (-), and Ki-67 index (80%). A chest CT showed metastases to both lungs. PET-CT (October 25, 2010) showed tumor metastases to multiple organs, including the lungs, left parotid gland, mediastinum, hilar lymph nodes, liver, right peritoneum, and bones at multiple sites.

Combination therapy of bevacizumab and the chemotherapy drugs ifosfamide (IFO) and epirubicin (E-ADM) was started on November 5, 2010. The detailed treatment regimen was as follows: bevacizumab 5 mg/kg (300 mg) (i.v.) d1, repeated every 2 weeks; IFO 1.2 g/m² (2 g) i.v. d1-4; mesna dose is 20% of the IFO dose (400 mg) i.v. t.i.d. d1-4; and epirubicin 30 mg/m² i.v. d1-2. The cycle was repeated every 21 d. Physical examination after two cycles of treatment showed dramatic improvement in systemic pain and the tumor on the left parotid gland, as well as a reduction in scalp swelling. Additionally, a reduction in the size of the lung metastasis was observed by chest CT and scored as partial remission (PR). The original treatment regimen was continued for seven cycles. However, the chemotherapy was terminated due to bone marrow suppression, after which the patient only received bevacizumab 5 mg/kg (300 mg) every other week. After 2 months, the patient reported chest pain with a VAS score of 5-6. A follow-up chest CT revealed a grape-shaped soft tissue-like shadow behind the sternum and opacity of the bone boundary, indicating the presence of new lesions (Figure 1C,D). The treatment regimen was adjusted to the following: bevacizumab 5 mg/kg (300 mg) i.v. d1, repeated every 2 weeks; paclitaxel 150 mg/m² (270 mg) i.v. d1; cisplatin 70 mg/m² (120 mg) i.v. d2. The cycle was repeated.
every 21 d. The new therapy reduced the chest pain to a VAS score of 1-2. After receiving the new treatment for three cycles, the patient suddenly presented symptoms of chest tightness, suffocation, shortness of breath with cough, and difficulty expectorating. His heart rate increased to 140/min, while his blood oxygen decreased by 50-70% and he wheezed with each breath. Though immediate treatment was administered, the patient’s condition deteriorated sharply and he died of a pulmonary embolism.

Discussion

Soft tissue sarcomas contribute to less than 1% of all types of adult solid tumors and AS accounts for less than 1% of soft tissue sarcomas, making it a rare malignancy (4). While the traditional radio- and chemotherapies are commonly used, neo-adjuvant therapy for AS has started to attract a wide range of attention (10,11). The prognosis for early-stage AS corresponds to whether the bulk tumor has been completely surgically removed, and whether the tumor is larger than 5 cm. Studies report disease-free survival of 10-20% after 5 years (12-16) and less than 50% at 5 years (12-14,15-18). The approval of bevacizumab provides an additional therapeutic option for AS management (6-8).

AS is derived from vascular endothelial cells and has been reported to overexpress not only VEGF protein but also VEGF receptors (19-21). This implies that VEGF might be important for the development, progression, maintenance, and/or metastasis of this type of tumor. Therefore, it is logical to postulate that using bevacizumab to block the activity of VEGF will have an anti-growth effect on AS tumors, as it does on other solid tumors in colon, brain, kidney, and lung cancers (22). Indeed, clinical studies have shown that bevacizumab can significantly improve the survival of AS patients when used in combination with either radiation or the chemotherapy agent paclitaxel (7,8). However, our understanding of the effectiveness of combined therapy of bevacizumab and chemotherapy agents is still limited.

Given that the patient in this study had developed systemic metastasis prior to hospitalization, surgical cytoreduction did not seem practical. Therefore, the traditional chemotherapy agents ifosfamide and epirubicin (IFO + E-ADM) were used in combination with bevacizumab as the first-line treatment strategy. The addition of bevacizumab into the treatment regimen may have contributed to a short-term effect of partial remission and improved the patient’s quality of life. However, the patient developed bone marrow repression due to the infusion of IFO and E-ADM and the treatment was changed to paclitaxel, cisplatin and bevacizumab, which produced a similar response. Paclitaxel has been demonstrated to significantly enhance the disease-free survival in patients with head and neck or scalp AS (3) and is increasingly accepted as a first-line agent for AS.

The use of bevacizumab in conjunction with chemotherapy may improve quality of life and survival time in patients with metastasized AS. In this case of stage IV AS, the treatment reduced chest pain and resulted in 15 months of survival following the diagnosis. The patient died of acute pulmonary embolism (PE), one of the major forms of venous thromboembolism (VTE), which also includes deep vein thrombosis (DVT) (23). PE is the second leading cause of death in cancer patients in China (35%), which is significantly higher than the global rate 6% (23). Cancer is one of the main risk factors for VTE since tumor cells can secrete procoagulants that directly activate the coagulation system leading to thrombosis. Additionally, circulating tumor cells can become trapped within pulmonary capillaries resulting in initiation of the coagulation cascade and subsequent embolism. In particular, the vascular endothelial origin of AS makes it easier to disseminate tumor cells into the circulation and thereby cause embolism. Anti-cancer treatment, such as the administration of anti-angiogenic drugs like bevacizumab, could also contribute to VTE (24). The reported incidence of VTE in bevacizumab-treated cancer patients ranges from 3% to 23% (25). A recent meta-analysis reported an increased risk of VTE associated with bevacizumab therapy among cancer patients [relative risk 1.33 (95% confidence interval 1.13-1.56); P<0.001] (26). However, whether or not the use of bevacizumab contributed to PE in this case is unknown. The benefits of bevacizumab treatment for AS will need to be weighed against the risks of PE in this population.
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